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Sınıfı / No: .........................................

4.

Test

MARY

1.

1

3

SUPPORT ME!

2

What is the CORRECT order of the pictures
above?

CLASS
PRESIDENCY

Kind

A) ballot box - respect - law

Helpful

B) poll - campaign - candidate

2022

Respectful

C) ballot box - voting booth - campaign
D) poll - voting booth - law

Mary is a - - - - .

UNIT 10

2

3

We put
1
One of the the paper
We
candidates into the
prepare becomes ballot
the voting the
box.
booth and president.
the ballot
box.

4

5

We write
After the the name
election
of our
is over,
candidate
we count on a
the votes. paper.

Which of the following steps should change
places to get the correct order of the steps
of an election?
A) 4-5

B) 1-3

C) 2-5

D) 3-4

WORKSHEET GRADE 6

3. James: Which candidate do you support in the
election?

A) class president

B) candidate

C) election

D) ballot

5.
Equality

•
•

Health care

•

Respect

•

Speech

•

Law

Barry : I support Frank.

•

James: Why?

•

Protection
Education

Barry : Because he - - - - .
Which of the following does NOT complete
the dialogue?

They are about the - - - - .

A) organises activities for us

A) election campaigns

B) is helpful and fair

B) stages of a poll

C) respects our rights

C) child rights

D) is always late for school

D) general elections
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2.

Complete the sentence according to the
poster above.

6.

9.

ELECTION RESULTS

Sofia / 18 votes

Charles / 15 votes

Which of the following is CORRECT
according to the results?

I wrote the name of my candidate
on a paper and put it in the
envelope. Now, I am - - - - .

A) Sofia is the winner.
B) Sofia didn’t win the election.

Which of the following completes the
sentence according to the picture?

C) Charles won the election.
D) Charles wasn’t a candidate.

A) listening to the speeches of the candidates
B) respecting the results
7.

C) preparing a campaign poster

CLASS PRESIDENT DUTIES

D) putting the envelope into the ballot box

1. Organising activities
2. Solving the problems
3. Respecting others
4. Breaking the law
Which of the following is ODD?

8.

B) 2

C) 3

Everybody should
respect others.
Everybody is equal
and there are no
social classes.

D) 4

10.
A class president is the
- - - - of a class.

People have the same
rights.
People are free
to express their
opinions.

DEMOCRACY

People have the right
to vote.

You should choose your
- - - - carefully.

Nobody should break
the law.

In a democratic country, people - - - - .

Every student has the
right to become a - - - - .

Which of the following does NOT complete
the sentence?
B) should vote freely

Which of the following words CANNOT you
use in any of the sentences above?

C) can express their opinions

A) candidate

B) poll

D) should respect others’ rights

C) leader

D) class president

A) can break the law
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A) 1

